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Introduction

Digital libraries are ubiquitous. They present themselves in a diversity of forms, offer a variety of services, and 
hold many different types of digital materials (e.g. publications, data, images). Digital libraries are complex 
entities.  Indeed, the heterogeneous character, purpose, and functionality of digital libraries are reflected in 
the variance in definitions of them.  They require the integration and application of wide range of methods 
and disciplines data management, information retrieval, library and information sciences, human-computer 
interaction, and digital curation (Innocenti, Vullo, Ross, 2010).  They all share certain essential characteristics, 
although the specific ones may vary from digital library (DL) to DL.

The DELOS Network of Excellence[1], which worked from 2004 to 2008, made significant strides in defining 
the essential DL concepts and relationships and presented the results of this research in the first DL reference 
framework: the Digital Library Reference Model (Candela et al., 2007).  It provided a common vocabulary to 
facilitate communication between researchers, users, and designers of digital libraries.  It also laid out the 
digital library concepts in a clear and structured way. The model was heavily revised with the guidance and 
contributions the international members of a range of DL working groups during the DL.org project (Candela 
et al., 2011).

Since its release the DL Reference Model has become increasingly recognised as the lingua franca of digital 
library researchers, designers, and practitioners.  Yet there was no established definition of “Reference Model 
compliance”, nor a tool by which a researcher, librarian, or user (whether an end user or a depositor) could 
check existing systems against the Reference Model in a structured, consistent, repeatable, and managed way.  
The DL.org research team responded by developing the DL Reference Model Checklist, a tool to check whether 
or not a digital library is compliant with the Digital Library Reference Model and to assess its level of compliance. 

This booklet presents the structure of the Digital Library Reference Model Conformance Checklist, and 
introduces the audit process according to its main phases.
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Libraries, version 0.98, DELOS: A Network of Excellence on Digital Libraries (December 2007) - Project no. 507618
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Scope of the Conformance Checklist

In a wide range of domains from aviation to construction and from healthcare to project 
management checklists are increasingly common as a mechanism to control process quality 
(e.g. by reducing errors), to ensure compliance with performance guidelines, to provide 
transparent mechanisms for understanding and using complex systems, and to facilitate 
consistency of action between practitioners. They enable audit consistency, and provide a 
method for understanding complex systems. The DL.org project has elaborated this Digital 
Library Reference Model Conformance Checklist to provide a set of statements that will 
enable assessors to determine whether or not their library is compliant with the Digital Library 
Reference Model, to enable those designing a new digital library to determine whether or not 
their planned library application is compliant with the Digital Library Reference Model, and 
to make it feasible for those who would like to use a digital library to hold their content, as 
a resource, or for any other purpose to establish its compliance. The structured nature of the 
checklist reduces ambiguity, a common aspect of assessments of this kind. Within the realm of 
digital libraries, The Digital Library Reference Model delivers a common vocabulary and model 
for communication on digital libraries and their characteristics. The DL.org Checklist supports 
assessment of compliance of digital libraries and systems with the model and comparisions 
between different digital libraries.

This checklist has been designed to be used by assessors, from a system designer to a digital 
librarian or from a funder to a digital library content contributor who seeks to determine 
whether or not their digital library, or a specific digital library service or system, conforms to 
the Digital Library Reference Model. It will help DL designers involved in building new digital 
library services or systems to assess whether or not their design will deliver a digital library 
management system that conforms to the Digital Library Reference Model. The checklist will 
allow an auditor (or researcher) to internally or externally assess information systems, which 
claim to be digital libraries, for conformance with the Digital Library Reference Model. Digital 
Library depositors and users will be able to make their own assessments with the checklist. It 
is expected that these roles overlap. While we intend that the users of the checklist should 
be varied, we recognise that only staff (or auditors) with broad access to the digital library 
at several core levels will be able to complete all the checklist sections, and that a complete 
assessment will require the participation of more than one Digital Library actor.

There will be many ways to use the results of applying the checklist. For instance, a registry of 
assessed digital libraries might be created and maintained to make available the conformance 
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checklist results; such a registry would help policy makers and Digital Library managers to 
identify the key steps towards the implementation or development of a digital library, or 
even specific components or services to strengthen and innovate. Alternatively, Digital Library 
Designers might use the Check list in an inspirational way to test whether or not the Digital 
Library that they are proposing to develop conforms to the model.

The checklist – in conjunction with the Digital Library Reference Model – can also be used as 
an educational tool; the process of employing the Digital Library Reference Model requires 
the user to ask questions and to develop an appreciation of the Reference Model’s attributes 
and subtleties. With the checklist in place, teachers will be able to use it in conjunction with 
the Digital Library Reference Model to enable students to study different digital libraries and 
to develop an understanding of their attributes and their processes.

The following set of criteria results from an analysis of the Digital Library Reference Model 
concepts and relationships. These criteria have been selected because of their discriminating 
power with respect to defining whether a ‘digital library’ conforms to the characterisation 
of such systems as envisaged by the Digital Library Reference Model. The presentation of the 
criteria is structured according to the six domains characterising the digital library service 
(Content, User, Functionality, Policy, Quality and Architecture) for the sake of usability and 
interoperability between the Checklist and the model.

Moreover, criteria are classified as (a) mandatory, i.e. features that a ‘digital library’ must have; 
(b) recommended, i.e. features that characterize “good” ‘digital libraries’; or (c) optional, i.e. 
features that can distinguish a ‘digital library’ from another one.
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Content-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the Content domain point of view. 

MANDATORY

Regardless of the type of Content a ‘digital library’ was conceived to hold, it must meet at 
least the following criteria: 

 » The Digital Library must manage a set of Information Objects and the set cannot be 
empty.  By definition the purpose of a digital library is to collect, manage and preserve in 
perpetuity digital content.

 » Every Information Object must have (identifiedBy) a unique identifier (Resource 
Identifier). This guarantees that each Information Object managed by the ‘digital library’ 
is distinguishable from the remaining ones in the context of the same ‘digital library’. 

 » Every Information Object must have at least one element of Metadata (hasMetadata) 
associated with it. This ensures that each Information Object is equipped with data 
supporting its management and use. 

 » Every Information Object must belong (belongTo) to at least one Collection. This 
guarantees that the overall set of Information Objects managed by the ‘digital library’ 
pertains to an organized body. 

 » Every Collection must have (identifiedBy) a unique identifier (Resource Identifier). This 
establishes that each Collection managed by the Digital Library is distinguishable from 
any others in the context of the same Digital Library.

 » Every Collection must have at least one element of Metadata (hasMetadata) associated with 
it. This asserts that each Collection is equipped with data supporting its management and use.

RECOMMENDED

Additional desired properties of a ‘digital library’ are:

•	 Every Information Object should conform to (hasFormat) an explicit and known format 
(Resource Format).

•	 This guarantees that the system is aware of the “structure” each Information Object 
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conforms to and that this structure is publicly declared thus making the Information 
Object usable by third party actors whether human or machine. The notion of Resource 
Format is wide and might range from an abstract one (e.g. “enhanced publication”) to a 
concrete one (e.g. PDF).

•	 Every Metadata should conform to (hasFormat) an explicit and known format (Resource 
Format).

•	 This criterion – a specialization of the previous one – ensures that the system is aware 
of the “structure” the metadata object conforms to and that this structure is publicly 
declared so that it can be used by third party actors whether human or machine. In this 
case the notion of Resource Format corresponds to the notion of metadata schema.

•	 Every Annotation should conform to (hasFormat) an explicit and known format (Resource 
Format).

•	 This criterion guarantees that the system is aware of the particular “structure” to which 
the annotation object conforms. Being publicly declared, this structure can be used by 
third party actors whether human or machine.

•	 Every Collection should have a well-defined intension, i.e., the set of criteria characterising 
Collection membership (hasIntension), and should have a well-defined extension, i.e., the 
set of Information Objects belonging to the collection (hasExtension). 

•	 The collection concept is fundamental to keep the set of Information Objects organised. 
Because of this, it is recommended that both the set of Information Objects belonging 
to a collection and the criteria driving the membership of an information object into a 
collection are clearly defined. 

•	 Every Information Object should be regulated (regulatedBy) by Policies.

•	 Policies are essential to establish conditions, rules, terms or regulations governing the 
management of information objects.

OPTIONAL

Finally, a ‘digital library’ may also meet the following set of criteria:

* An Information Object may have multiple Editions (hasEdition) each represented by a 
different related Information Object. 

* A ‘digital library’ might be employed to manage multiple editions of the same work. In 
these cases it is important to deal effectively with the edition concept. 

* An Information Object may have multiple Views (hasView) each represented by a 
different related Information Object. 
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* A ‘digital library’ might be called to manage multiple “views”/“expressions” of the same 
conceptual work. In these cases it is important to properly deal with the view concept. 

* An Information Object may have multiple Manifestations (hasManifestation) each 
represented by a different related Information Object.

* A ‘digital library’ might be called to manage multiple “items” of the same conceptual work 
or view. In these cases it is important to properly deal with the manifestation concept. 

* An Information Object may be compound (hasPart), i.e., it may consist of multiple 
Information Objects.

* Modern ‘digital libraries’ are usually expected to deal with emerging forms of 
“documents”. Very often such a “documents” consists of aggregates of other objects (of 
different media). 

* An Information Object may be associated (associatedWith) with other Information 
Objects for a certain Purpose.

* Managing compound objects may require links other objects. The motivations leading to 
linking are diverse and context specific, e.g., citation and lineage. 

* An Information Object may have multiple elements of Metadata (hasMetadata) associated with it.

* Metadata are a type of Information Object intended to support the management and 
use of the Information Objects to which they are attached. Different metadata can be 
conceived to support diverse needs. The majority of ‘digital libraries’ tend to deal with a 
single metadata format. 

* An Information Object may be associated with multiple Annotations (hasAnnotation).

* Annotations are kinds of Information Objects that are attached to existing Information 
Objects for various purposes including objects enrichment and cooperative working. 

* A Collection may be associated with multiple Metadata (hasMetadata).

* According to the Reference Model, Collections are a type of Information Object. Because 
of this, they inherit all the features of Information Objects and benefit of multiple 
metadata. 

* A Collections may be associated with multiple Annotations (hasAnnotation).

* According to the Reference Model, Collections are a type of Information Object. Because 
of this, they inherit all the features of Information Objects and benefits of multiple 
annotations.
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User-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the User domain point of view.

MANDATORY

Regardless of the type of Users a ‘digital library’ is conceived for, it must meet at least the 
following criteria: 

 » The Digital Library must serve a clearly identified set of Actors and this can not be an 
empty set. Actors represent the entities that interact with any digital library ‘system’, i.e., 
humans and inanimate entities such as software programs or physical instruments. This 
guarantees that they exist, i.e., there is no ‘digital library’ without users interacting with 
it. 

 » Every Actor must have (identifiedBy) a unique Resource Identifier. This guarantees that 
every Actor is distinguishable from other Actors in the context of the same ‘digital library’.

 » Every Actor must be described (model) by at least one Actor Profile. This guarantees that 
every Actor uses the ‘digital library’ and interacts with it as well as with other Actors in a 
personalised and codified way.

 » Every Actor must act (play) with at least one Role. This guarantees that an Actor cannot 
interact with a Digital Library if its role is not specified. 

 » The set of managed Roles must include the DL Manager Role. DL Managers are Actors 
that exploit DLMS facilities to define, customise, and maintain the DL service. 

 » The set of managed Roles must include the DL Software Developer Role. DL Software 
Developers exploit Digital Library Management System facilities to create and customise 
the constituents of the Digital Library Systems.

 » The set of managed Roles must include the End-user Role. This guarantees that the digital 
library supports at least typical end-user roles, like content consumers, content creators 
or digital librarians.

RECOMMENDED

Additionally, a Digital Library should meet the following criteria:

•	 Every Actor should perform (perform) Actions that apply (apply) Functions and concern 
(concern) Resources. Every Actor that interacts with a digital library should be able to 
perform certain Actions that involve the application of Functions and specific Resources.
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OPTIONAL

Finally, a Digital Library may meet the following criteria:

* Actors may belong to (belongTo) more than one Group.

* During the interaction of an Actor with a Digital Library, the Actor may communicate 
or collaborate with other Actors that belong to various Groups; thus, the specific Actor 
may participate in different Groups. The concept of Group in the User domain has 
commonalities with the concept of Collection in the Content domain, it is a mechanism 
to organise Actors.

Functionality-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the Functionality domain point of view.

MANDATORY

Regardless of the type of Functionality a ‘digital library’ is conceived for, it meets at least the 
following criteria:

The Digital Library must offer a clearly identified set of Functions and this can not be an empty set.

 » The purpose of the DL is to offer functions, i.e., a particular processing task that can be 
realised on a Resource        or a Resource Set as the result of an Action of a particular Actor.

 » Every Function must have (identifiedBy) a unique identifier (Resource Identifier). A 
Function is a Resource, thus it must be identified by a persistent identifier if it is to be 
distinguished from    other Functions managed by the DL. 

 » Every Function must be performed (perform) by Actors. DL Functions are the 
implementations of functions and services enabling Actors to interact with the DL. 

 » Every Actor must be provided with (perform) Functions to Access Resources. The DL must 
implement functions to enable actors to access, e.g., discover, acquire and visualize, all 
types of Resources (Information Objects, Actors Profiles).

 » Every Actor must be provided with (perform) Functions to Discover Resources. Actors 
must be able to find the desired Information Objects, search and access not only the DL 
Content, but also other Actors or Functions. 

 » Every DL System Administrator must be provided with (perform) Functions to Manage & 
Configure DLS. DL must implement functions for handling the DLS and configuring its settings.
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RECOMMENDED

Additionally, a Digital Library should meet the following criteria:

•	 Every Function should be able to interact with (intertactWith) other Functions.

•	 DL functions should exchange information with other functions regulating their behaviour and performance. 

•	 Functions to Acquire (actOn) Resources should be provided. DL functionality should 
enable Actors to retain Resources e.g., Information Objects and Actor Profiles, in existence 
past their interaction with the Digital Library System.

•	 Functions to Browse (actOn) the Resources should be provided. DL should implement services 
enabling Actors (virtual or real) to browse the available DL content, user profiles, policies, etc. 

•	 Functions to Search (actOn) the Resources should be provided. Actors should be able to 
look for specific objects held within the DL by expressing queries and by entering specific 
keywords and constraints. 

•	 Functions to Visualize (actOn) the Actor’s requested Resources should be provided. A DL 
should deliver to Actor the requested information using the appropriate visualizations to 
produce comprehensive and well-presented objects, lists and query result sets.

•	 Functions to Manage Information Object(s) (actOn) should be provided. A DL should 
implement functions to handle, i.e., disseminate, publish, process, analyze and transform, 
the Content of the DL, i.e., Information Objects.

•	 Functions to Manage Actor(s) (actOn) should be provided. A DL should implement Functions 
to establish registered actors, personalize their preference and apply user profiles. 

•	 Functions to Manage DL specific domains in a large scale should be provided. The DL should 
implement services and mechanisms to handle DL domains as a whole, e.g., Manage (import, 
export) all the Content of DL rather than handling each Information Object individually. 

OPTIONAL

Finally, a Digital Library may meet the following criteria:

* Functions may depend on (influencedBy) the Actor’s Profile who invokes them.

* DL Functions that are offered to the Actor(s) may be customized according to his/her 
profile, DLS role and rights and /or personal preferences.

* Functions may consist of other parts (hasPart), i.e., sub-functions. 

* Functions may be organized in arbitrarily complex workflows, based on composition and linking facilities.

* Functions may be enriched with Metadata (hasMetadata) and Annotation (hasAnnotation).
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* DL Functions may have a description, which tells what the function does and how a system 
or human can interact with it. 

* Functions may enable (actOn) Actors (virtual or real) to Collaborate with each other. 

* Actors (virtual or real) may act as peers who are able to communicate, share and exchange 
information collaboratively.

Policy-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the Policy domain point of view.

MANDATORY

Regardless of the type of Policy a ‘digital library’ is conceived for, it must meet at least the 
following criteria: 

 » The Digital Library must be regulated by (regulatedBy) a clearly defined set of Policies 
and this can not be an empty set. Policies are set of conditions, rules, terms or regulations 
governing the operation of the DL;

 » Access Policies must regulate (regulatedBy) the use of the Digital Library by Actors. Access 
Policies are essential to establish conditions, rules, terms or regulations governing the 
interactions between the Digital Library and Actors.

 » Every Policy must be addressed (govern) at least to an Actor (regulatedBy). Defining the 
recipients of a Policy ensures the interaction between the Digital Library and its Actor(s). 

 » Every Policy must have clearly defined scope(s) and characteristics (Policy Quality 
Parameter). A Policy must have defined objectives and consequences affecting the DL 
system as a whole, a certain domain, a specific task or entity.

RECOMMENDED

Additional desired properties of ‘digital library’ policies are:

•	 Every Policy should be expressed by (expressedBy) an Information Object. The digital 
representation of a Policy ensures its controlled description, management and use within 
the Digital Library. This representation enables automatic enforcing. Moreover, it is a 
prerequisite for a series of other automatic actions including policy comparison, policy 
reconciliation and policy interoperability.

•	 Every Policy should have (identifiedBy) a unique identifier (Resource Identifier). The use 
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of a persistent identifier ensures that each DL Policy is distinguishable from the others in 
the context of the same Digital Library.

•	 Every Policy should have (hasFormat) a known format (Resource Format). The 
implementation of a Policy in a known format guarantees that the system is aware of 
which “structure” each Policy conforms to and that this structure is publicly declared as to 
be used by third party actors whether human or machine. 

OPTIONAL

Finally, a Policy governing a ‘digital library’ may also meet the following criteria:

* A Policy may regulate (regulatedBy) the service of the system as a whole (System Policy).

* Generic processes within the ‘digital library’ may be regulated by policies.

* A Policy may regulate (regulatedBy) functionalities related to Content (Content Policy).

* A Policy may regulate processes related to the Content domain.

* A Policy may regulate (regulatedBy) DL Functions (Functionality Policy).

* DL Functions’ lifetime and behaviour may be governed by specific policies.

* A Policy may regulate (regulatedBy) User profiles and behaviour (User Policy).

* A Policy may regulate processes related to the User domain.

* A Policy may be extrinsic (Extrinsic Policy).

* A Policy may be imposed from outside the organisation domain of the ‘digital library’, e.g., 
by wider organisations regulating the Digital Library itself, by national and international 
laws, or by customs.

* A Policy may be intrinsic (Intrinsic Policy). The Policy governing the Digital Library may 
be defined and determined by the Digital Library organisation itself. Intrinsic Policy 
manifests the Policy principles implemented in the DL. A Policy that is defined by the DL 
or its organisational context that reflects the organisation’s mission and objectives, the 
intended expectations as to how Actors will interact with the DL, and the expectations of 
Content Creators as to how their content will be used.

* A Policy may be implicit (Implicit Policy). The Policy governing the Digital Library may be 
inherent by accident or design. Implicit Policies usually arise as a result of ad-hoc decisions 
taken at system development level or as a consequence of the inadequate testing of a DLS 
that results in an interaction of Policies leading to unintended policy deployment.

* A Policy may be explicit (Explicit Policy). Explicit Policy is a Policy defined by the DL 
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managing organisation and reflecting the objectives of the DL and how it wishes its users 
to interact with the DL. The implementation of an Explicit Policy at the Digital Library 
Management System level corresponds to the definition and Actor expectations.

* A Policy may be prescriptive (Prescriptive Policy). The Policy governing the Digital Library 
may constrain the interactions between DL Actors (virtual or real) and the DL. Prescriptive 
Policies can cover a broad range of Policies from the kind of Function to which specific 
types of Actors can have access, to those that govern Collection development.

* A Policy may be descriptive (Descriptive Policy). Descriptive Policies are used to present 
the aspects of a particular Policy in the form of explanation. A Descriptive Policy is a Policy 
that describe modes of behaviour, expectations of Actor interaction, collecting and use 
guidelines, but which do not manifest themselves through the automated application of 
rules, as a Prescriptive Policy does.

* A Policy may be enforced (Enforced Policy). The Policy governing the Digital Library may 
be deployed and strictly applied within the DL. An Enforced Policy is a Policy applied 
consistently and strictly in the DL. Monitoring and reporting tools are necessary to follow 
up how the Policy is being applied.

* A Policy may be voluntary (Voluntary Policy). The Policy governing the Digital Library may 
be monitored by an actor (human or machine). Voluntary Policy basically means a Policy 
that is followed according to the decision of the Actor. This is valid for all Policies for 
which its application is a matter of choice. In some cases, users may comply with Policies 
that are not officially communicated.

* A Policy may be compound (hasPart).

* A Policy may be organised in arbitrarily complex and structured forms. A compound policy 
may be obtained by properly combining constituent Policies.

Quality-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the Quality domain point of view.

MANDATORY

Regardless of the type of Quality a ‘digital library’ is conceived for, it must meet at least the 
following criteria: 

 » A Digital Library (actually its Resource(s)) must be characterised by a set of Quality 
parameter(s) (hasQuality) and this can not be an empty set.
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 » Any DL can be considered from a quality point of view by a DL Actor. The expression of 
the Actor’s assessment is the Quality Parameter.

 » Every Quality Parameter must represent the assessment of a Digital Library Actor, whether 
human or machine, on a Resource (expressAssessment). A Quality Parameter is always 
the expression of an assessment made by an Actor on a Resource.

RECOMMENDED

Additional desired properties of a ‘digital library’ are:

•	 Every Quality Parameter should be identified by (identifiedBy) a unique identifier 
(Resource Identifier). The use of a persistent identifier ensures that each Quality Parameter 
is distinguishable from the remaining ones in the context of the same ‘digital library’. 

•	 Every Quality Parameter should be expressed by (expressedBy) an Information Object. 
The digital representation of a Quality Parameter ensures its controlled description, 
management and use within the Digital Library. This representation is a prerequisite for a 
series of other automatic actions including the assessment of Digital Library content and 
services, and quality interoperability.

•	 Every Quality Parameter should be evaluated by (evaluatedBy) specific Measurements.
In accordance with a selected Measurement, a Quality Parameter should have a specific 
value (e.g. the Measure).

•	 Every Quality Parameter should be measured (measuredBy) by a Measure. Any Quality Parameter 
should be managed by the Digital Library according to different Measurements, which provide 
procedures for assessing different aspects of each Quality Parameter and assigning it a value.

•	 Every Quality Parameter should be specified (regulatedBy) by Policies. The Digital Library 
should have policies governing the evaluation and the assessment of its systems and 
facets.

OPTIONAL

Finally, a ‘digital library’ may also meet the following set of criteria:

* A Quality Parameter may be compound (hasPart).

* A Quality Parameter may be organised in arbitrarily complex and structured forms, e.g. a 
Quality Parameter may be the compound of other specific Quality Parameters.

* A Quality Parameter may be evaluated by (evaluatedBy) a Quantitative Measurement.

* Quantitative Measurements are based on collecting and interpreting ordinal data.

* A Quality Parameter may be evaluated by (evaluatedBy) a Qualitative Measurement.
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* Qualitative Measurements are applied when the collected data are categorical in nature. 
Although qualitative data can be encoded numerically and then studied by quantitative 
analysis methods, qualitative measures are exploratory while quantitative measures 
usually play a confirmatory role. Methods of Qualitative Measurements that could be 
applied to a DL are direct observation; participant observation; interviews; auditing; case 
study; collecting written feedback.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the DL system as a whole 
(Generic Quality Parameter). This is a family of Quality Parameters reflecting the variety 
of facets that characterise the quality of the ‘system’ in its entirety, in particular the Digital 
Library, the Digital Library System and the Digital Library Management System.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the DL Content (Content 
Quality Parameter).

* A Quality Parameter which reflects the variety of facets that characterise the quality of 
the Content, in particular Information Objects, in a Digital Library.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the DL Functions 
(Functionality Quality Parameter).

* A Quality Parameter which reflects the variety of facets that characterise the quality of 
the Functionality, in particular Functions, of a Digital Library.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the DL User (User Quality 
Parameter).

* A Quality Parameter may assess Actor profiles and User behaviour of a Digital Library.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the DL Policies (Policy 
Quality Parameter).

* A Quality Parameter which reflects the variety of facets that characterise the quality of a 
set of Policies.

* A Quality Parameter may evaluate (evaluatedBy, hasQuality) the Architecture of the DLS 
(Architecture Quality Parameter).

* A Quality Parameter may assess the aspects related to the Digital Library System 
Architecture. The presence of good administration tools is crucial for configuring and 
monitoring the functioning of complex and distributed systems.
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Architecture-oriented Criteria

The following criteria have been selected to verify whether or not the ‘digital library’ conforms 
to the Digital Library Reference Model from the Architecture domain point of view.

MANDATORY

Regardless of the content, user, functionality, policy and quality characteristics of the ‘digital 
library’, the Digital Library System supporting its operation must meet at least the following 
criteria:

 » The Digital Library System underlying the ‘digital library’ must have a well-defined 
Software Architecture. The Software Architecture describes the digital library system 
enabling software by clearly defining how it is  structured in components, i.e. programmes, 
how they communicate and are interrelated to offer the digital library service. 

 » The Digital Library System underlying the ‘digital library’ must have a well-defined 
System Architecture. The System Architecture is the conceptual model that defines 
the organisation and relations between the Hosting Nodes, i.e. the (virtual) hardware 
environments hosting and running the Software Components, and the Running 
Component, i.e. the running instances of a Software Component active on a Hosting 
Node.

 » Every Architectural Component must have a unique identifier (Resource Identifier, 
identifiedBy). The use of a persistent identifier ensures that each DL Architecture 
Component is distinguishable from the remaining ones in the context of the same Digital 
Library System.

 » The Software Architecture must consist of (consistOf) at least one well identified 
Software Architecture Component. The Software Architecture must include at least 
one Component, i.e. a software package, a web service, or a module, with well-defined 
interfaces, that encapsulates a set of related functions (or data).

 » The System Architecture must consist of (consistOf) at least one Hosting Node and 
one Running Component. The System Architecture of a DLS is implemented by a set of 
components (System Component) running on servers which act as Hosting Nodes. The 
resulting system organisation (i.e., Software Components used and resulting Running 
Components and Hosting Nodes) can evolve over the time. A single Running Component 
hosted by a single Hosting Node corresponds to the minimal System Architecture structure.

RECOMMENDED

Additional desired properties of a ‘digital library’ (its Digital Library System) are:

•	 The ‘digital library’ service is deployed and operated by means of a Digital Library 
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Management System. The Digital Library Management System facilitates the set up and 
maintenance of DL Systems by offering facilities for their production and administration. 
These facilities also assure a well-defined Quality of Service for the managed DL Systems. 

•	 Every Software Component should be regulated by (regulatedBy) a Licence.  The Licence 
is particular policy which specifies the permission on use, re-use and modification of the 
Software Component. 

•	 The Software Architecture should be composed of more than one identifiable Software 
Architecture Components. A component-oriented approach for digital library systems 
offers many advantages with respect to system building, openness, and evolution, and it 
is thus preferable to other solutions especially for large systems. 

•	 The System Architecture should be composed of more than one identifiable System 
Architecture Components. A System Architecture based on a number of running 
components distributed on different hosting nodes offers many advantages with respect 
to system building, openness, and evolution, and it is thus preferable to other monolithic 
solutions especially when dealing with large systems. 

•	 Every Architectural Component should conform to (conformTo) a Framework Specification.
Architectural Components should interact through a Framework Specification. The 
Framework Specification prescribes the set of Interfaces to be implemented by the 
components and the protocols governing how components interact with each other. In so 
doing, it facilitates components composition and interoperability.

OPTIONAL

Finally, a ‘digital library’ (its Digital Library System) may also meet the following set of criteria:

•	 Every Architectural Component, be it a Software Architecture Component or a System 
Architecture Component, may exploit (use) one or more other not conflicting (conflictWith) 
Architectural Components. The exploitation of functionality offered by other components 
is a very common practice in software engineering. It reduces the complexity of the problem 
to be dealt with and favour reusability.
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